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H elp us preserve an important
part of Guilford’s history –
its rich agricultural heritage!

Proceeds from the sale of “A Brief History 
of the Guilford Fair” will directly support
the Woodruff Barn Farm Museum and its
growing collection of vintage farming
equipment. The Barn, which dates to the
early 1900’s, was moved from the
Governor Woodruff/Hunter property by
Society volunteers with the help of many
Shoreline businesses. The Farm Museum,
located on the Guilford Fairgrounds, is
open during the Fair and at various other
times throughout the year. We continue
to seek donations of antique agricultural
items. Please call John Hammarlund at
(203) 457-3010 for more information.
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Past Presidents of The Guilford Agricultural Society

Woodruff Barn
Farm Museum

at the
Guilford Fairgrounds

P.O. Box 290 • Guilford, Connecticut 06437  (203) 453-3543   www.guilfordfair.org
John Hammarlund, President  •  Nancy Maturo, Vice-President

The Guilford Agricultural Society, Inc.
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W e couldn’t say it more eloquently,
fifty years later. This page from the

Guilford Fair ‘Premium List’ of 1955 sums
up perfectly – and timelessly – the essence of
what makes the Fair meaningful and
relevant today. The rich product of civic
pride and a strong sense of community and
history, the Guilford Fair is sustained by the
ongoing commitment of many individuals
and businesses, bringing together original res-
idents and newcomers alike. It’s in that spirit
that we invite you to get involved, learn more
about The Guilford Agricultural Society, and
maybe even become a member. And please,
Come to the Fair! 

Lisa Dudley
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Tercentenary anniversary, in September, gave reason to cancel the fair for
the second year in a row. Finally, as the dark shadow of World War II cast
gloom over Guilford, governmental request resulted in the fair’s cancella-
tion for the four years, 1942-1945.

Alas, Guilford Fair outgrew the confines of 8-acre Guilford Green –
its home since 1859. In its design to carry on fair day tradition, the
Guilford Agricultural Society purchased and relocated to the 30-acre
Hunter Farm off Lover’s Lane in 1969. Sentimentality is sometimes
expressed by the old guard
citizenry over this abrupt
displacement from the
green, but history will
regard it as the correct
course. In change there is growth and in growth there is survival, which
is a remarkable characteristic of Guilford Fair. The mortgage-burning in
1984 signaled new dreams for the Society’s fair by ending a short era of
financial uncertainty. A few traditional buildings have been erected,
including the Woodruff Barn Farm Museum, which was moved from the
Governor Woodruff/Hunter property to its new home on the
Fairgrounds. The parking lot has been improved, and there are other
more exciting improvements on the drawing board of The Guilford
Agricultural Society. In 2000 the Fair was named a Library of Congress
Local Legacy.

In the survival and continuity of our honorable Guilford Fair, there is
another force of beauty experienced by many fair-goers. It is a cherished
and forever force that makes Guilford Fair the Guilford Fair. Perhaps
John Hubbard thought about it around the cracker barrel in 1858;
Charles D. Hubbard certainly acclaims it in his writings; we can find out
for ourselves on the third weekend of every September. It’s homecoming
and reunion – when friends greet friends perhaps seen at no other time
of the year. The late Mary B.G. Bullard expressed it poignantly by equat-
ing Guilford Fair Day with “Old Home Day” in Guilford, believing that
at least half the enthusiasm for the fair stemmed from this expectation.
Sometimes the enthusiasm lingers throughout the year and throughout
the lifetimes of residents.

Long Live Guilford Fair!

– Joel E. Helander, Guilford Town Historian

In change there is
growth and in growth

there is survival.

Long Live Guilford Fair!

I t’s part of the spirit of old New England; it’s harvest celebration;
it’s homecoming; it’s fun and merriment; but above all, it’s a ven-
erable institution of its own: the Guilford Fair. Today’s fair has

paced with modern times, yet retains a powerful theme of the town’s agri-
cultural past.

Guilford Fair had its founding on the eve of the American Civil War.
In a world of agriculture, most of the town’s 3,000 inhabitants practiced
subsistence farming. Happily, and at times, wearily, they lived off the
land in the manner of their forebears. Their very existence put them in
servitude with the land, following the seasonal functions of a farmer. Real
wealth was often measured in terms of land spread, family size, and har-
vest bounty – not bank accounts.

Four Guilford farmers were the pioneers of the first Guilford Fair.
Historian Mary H. Griswold traces its origins to one conversation around
the woodstove and cracker barrel in the Hale and Munger store on the
west side of the green. It was early fall, 1858. John Benton of Sachem’s
Head district, Henry Griswold of State Street, and George Hull and
Henry Davis of West Side district exchanged pleasantries about a fair
recently held in a neighboring town.

John Hubbard of Broad Street joined the group and catalyzed the con-
versation. Why not hold a fair in Guilford? Hubbard’s remark won seri-
ous approbation. He was, after all, one of the town’s mighty men of agri-
culture, according to the Historian H.P. Robinson, who characterized his
“cupboards” as “full of the fat of the land.”

Shortly afterwards, Hubbard hosted an organizational meeting in his
home as what is now 51 Broad Street. The new group was called The
Farmers and Mechanics Association, a name that was incorporated as The
Guilford Agricultural Society in 1874. Objectives of the society were the
improvement of agriculture, horticulture, floriculture, and the “house-
hold arts.” John Hubbard was its first president.

It was too late in 1858 to hold a Guilford fair, but the year was spent
in preparation for the first fair in the fall of 1859. It was a grand success,
featuring 426 yoke of oxen that came from Guilford, Madison, and
North Branford. William Fowler of Moose Hill district led the procession
as marshal, moving to the inspiring music of fife and drum. Forty young
men rode on horseback and decorated carts and wagons carried an array
of agricultural products.
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The early agricultural fairs on the Guilford green also became famous
for their cattle shows, when the village was jammed with strings of cattle.
Swift and slow beasts of all descriptions went on parade. It was like an
annual census of domestic animals, when nose counts revealed their
abundant numbers. A spirit of competition induced the farmers of every
district in town to send the largest possible delegation. There were a total
of 59 yoke at the 1903 fair – 16 yoke represented by Nut Plains district
alone!

Backfiles of the Shore Line Times newspaper report on gala Guilford
Fair days with extraordinary detail. They illustrate the fact that the scenes

of fair days have scarcely changed – only the
actors have! Town Hall was gussied up for an
indoor exhibition, where crowds spilled over
from the green. In 1903, Guilford merchants
like J.E. Norton & Sons were represented
with a display of meats; E.R. Kelsey with pot-

ted plants; Shepard & Fowler with millinery; H.S. Davis with photo-
graphs. Additionally, W.H. Lee exhibited Indian arrowheads and
Guilford ladies hung their quilts and needlework on every wall space.

By every account, every road led to Guilford on fair day, including the
Shoreline Railroad, which imported hundreds of out-of-town visitors
from east and west. The advent of the trolley car in 1910, which was the
golden jubilee for the fair, contributed to a crowd of nearly 10,000 peo-
ple, which was unprecedented. One newspaper called it the most famous
fair in New Haven County.

Charles D. Hubbard’s book, An Old New England Village (1947),
contains a romantic chapter about fair day in Guilford that captures the
essence of the fair. He writes about the reigning confusion on the green;
albeit beautiful confusion:

Marshals on horseback are here and there, perfecting the formation
of the parade. The Guilford Drum Corps comes up the street and
stops close by, making almost din enough to crack nearby windows.
Sheep, lambs, pigs, calves, and colts are being driven into the pens
on the green while the larger cattle not tin the yoke are fastened to
a chain stretched between trees, at one end of which are four huge
bulls (I hope an honest blacksmith forged that chain). Nearer the
upper end of the green, a ring has been roped off and already a cart
load of stones has been dumped, each stone having been weighed
and marked with red paint, while near them is a stone boat with
which draft oxen will be tested at one o’clock.

Every road
led to
Guilford
on fair day.

4
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1975  A prize-winning ram!

1965   Sheep shearing - still one of the most popular demonstrations at the Fair! 
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1953   Majorette, Scout & Farmboy
chatting after the parade at the Fair.

Only eight times in its history has the Guilford Fair been cancelled.
In 1862, the Civil War had called many sons of Guilford to the battle-
field and those left behind had no heart for the affair. Again, in 1889, the
annual fair was cancelled. This time, the celebration of Guilford’s 250th
anniversary in September absorbed the energies of the townspeople. In
1938, the great New England Hurricane swept through just one week
before opening fair day. It ruined the green and made it a physical impos-
sibility to hold the fair. In 1939, the celebration of Guilford’s 300th

Teams are arriving from the surrounding country. They line the
sides of the road, fill the horse sheds behind the meeting-house, and
occupy the door-yards of relations who enjoy the doubtful blessing
of a residence at the center of the activities. The windows of houses
around the green are filled with cousins and aunts – old ladies in
black gowns and paisley shawls, tired women with babies; and Mrs.
Peale, who gets dinner for eleven visitors helps at the church tent on
the green.

Right in the middle of the green a dealer in all sorts of agricul-
tural implements displays his wares. Soon a group of farmers will
gather and discuss the merits of side hill plows and harrows; and
Hezekiah Whitteridge will surely call to tell the young man in a
striped shirt, who has charge of the exhibition, how little he thinks
of “new fangled hoss rakes.”

Small boys are everywhere, buying peanuts, sucking taffy, drink-
ing sweet cider and rushing from the north end of the green where
a five hundred pound hog had just arrived, to the south end to see
the penny catchers set up shop with wheels and ball throwing stunts
and the very latest in something-for-nothing games. There is a gypsy
fortune teller and in a dingy little tent, there is said to be a horse
with his head where his tail ought to be.

The air rings with shouts, bleating, squealing, lowing, cackling,
and the ever present squawk of the little squawkers, sold for ten
cents each, on Fair Day only.

And now above the babel of sounds we recognize the voice of the
Chief Marshal – “Bring on your four-year-olds.” The drawing must
be in progress. We thread our way among the vehicles. There are
gray-bearded men from Frog Hollow with women in out of date
clothing, but who don’t know it and wouldn’t care if they did; young
men in their go-to-meeting clothes, taking their sweethearts to the
fair behind frisky colts atremble with excitement; groups of old
friends who haven’t met since last Fair Day or ten years before that;
odd characters never seen on any other occasion; and school boys
headed for the western side of the green to see the wheelbarrow race
and the greased pig.

1962   Parade participants - children
in wagon being pulled by pair of

young working steers.
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Guilford Free Library, Historical Collection

c.1950  Parade participants - oxen pulling ox cart with couple.

Continued on p.10
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c. 1890  Cattle Show on Guilford Green, from North Church. 1907  Grace E. Blatchley driving horses in her decorated cart on the Green.

1912  Fair Day Parade around Guilford Green. Herbert E. Jones, Chief Marshall
and Angelina B. Bristol, Lady Marshall.

c. 1920  Parade around Guilford Green. Ferris Wheel and tent on Green,
waiting for Fair to start.
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c. 1890  Cattle Show on Guilford Green, from North Church. 1907  Grace E. Blatchley driving horses in her decorated cart on the Green.

1912  Fair Day Parade around Guilford Green. Herbert E. Jones, Chief Marshall
and Angelina B. Bristol, Lady Marshall.

c. 1920  Parade around Guilford Green. Ferris Wheel and tent on Green,
waiting for Fair to start.
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of “new fangled hoss rakes.”
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cents each, on Fair Day only.

And now above the babel of sounds we recognize the voice of the
Chief Marshal – “Bring on your four-year-olds.” The drawing must
be in progress. We thread our way among the vehicles. There are
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clothing, but who don’t know it and wouldn’t care if they did; young
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Guilford Free Library, Historical Collection

c.1950  Parade participants - oxen pulling ox cart with couple.
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The early agricultural fairs on the Guilford green also became famous
for their cattle shows, when the village was jammed with strings of cattle.
Swift and slow beasts of all descriptions went on parade. It was like an
annual census of domestic animals, when nose counts revealed their
abundant numbers. A spirit of competition induced the farmers of every
district in town to send the largest possible delegation. There were a total
of 59 yoke at the 1903 fair – 16 yoke represented by Nut Plains district
alone!

Backfiles of the Shore Line Times newspaper report on gala Guilford
Fair days with extraordinary detail. They illustrate the fact that the scenes

of fair days have scarcely changed – only the
actors have! Town Hall was gussied up for an
indoor exhibition, where crowds spilled over
from the green. In 1903, Guilford merchants
like J.E. Norton & Sons were represented
with a display of meats; E.R. Kelsey with pot-

ted plants; Shepard & Fowler with millinery; H.S. Davis with photo-
graphs. Additionally, W.H. Lee exhibited Indian arrowheads and
Guilford ladies hung their quilts and needlework on every wall space.

By every account, every road led to Guilford on fair day, including the
Shoreline Railroad, which imported hundreds of out-of-town visitors
from east and west. The advent of the trolley car in 1910, which was the
golden jubilee for the fair, contributed to a crowd of nearly 10,000 peo-
ple, which was unprecedented. One newspaper called it the most famous
fair in New Haven County.

Charles D. Hubbard’s book, An Old New England Village (1947),
contains a romantic chapter about fair day in Guilford that captures the
essence of the fair. He writes about the reigning confusion on the green;
albeit beautiful confusion:

Marshals on horseback are here and there, perfecting the formation
of the parade. The Guilford Drum Corps comes up the street and
stops close by, making almost din enough to crack nearby windows.
Sheep, lambs, pigs, calves, and colts are being driven into the pens
on the green while the larger cattle not tin the yoke are fastened to
a chain stretched between trees, at one end of which are four huge
bulls (I hope an honest blacksmith forged that chain). Nearer the
upper end of the green, a ring has been roped off and already a cart
load of stones has been dumped, each stone having been weighed
and marked with red paint, while near them is a stone boat with
which draft oxen will be tested at one o’clock.

Every road
led to
Guilford
on fair day.
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Tercentenary anniversary, in September, gave reason to cancel the fair for
the second year in a row. Finally, as the dark shadow of World War II cast
gloom over Guilford, governmental request resulted in the fair’s cancella-
tion for the four years, 1942-1945.

Alas, Guilford Fair outgrew the confines of 8-acre Guilford Green –
its home since 1859. In its design to carry on fair day tradition, the
Guilford Agricultural Society purchased and relocated to the 30-acre
Hunter Farm off Lover’s Lane in 1969. Sentimentality is sometimes
expressed by the old guard
citizenry over this abrupt
displacement from the
green, but history will
regard it as the correct
course. In change there is growth and in growth there is survival, which
is a remarkable characteristic of Guilford Fair. The mortgage-burning in
1984 signaled new dreams for the Society’s fair by ending a short era of
financial uncertainty. A few traditional buildings have been erected,
including the Woodruff Barn Farm Museum, which was moved from the
Governor Woodruff/Hunter property to its new home on the
Fairgrounds. The parking lot has been improved, and there are other
more exciting improvements on the drawing board of The Guilford
Agricultural Society. In 2000 the Fair was named a Library of Congress
Local Legacy.

In the survival and continuity of our honorable Guilford Fair, there is
another force of beauty experienced by many fair-goers. It is a cherished
and forever force that makes Guilford Fair the Guilford Fair. Perhaps
John Hubbard thought about it around the cracker barrel in 1858;
Charles D. Hubbard certainly acclaims it in his writings; we can find out
for ourselves on the third weekend of every September. It’s homecoming
and reunion – when friends greet friends perhaps seen at no other time
of the year. The late Mary B.G. Bullard expressed it poignantly by equat-
ing Guilford Fair Day with “Old Home Day” in Guilford, believing that
at least half the enthusiasm for the fair stemmed from this expectation.
Sometimes the enthusiasm lingers throughout the year and throughout
the lifetimes of residents.

Long Live Guilford Fair!

– Joel E. Helander, Guilford Town Historian

In change there is
growth and in growth

there is survival.

Long Live Guilford Fair!

I t’s part of the spirit of old New England; it’s harvest celebration;
it’s homecoming; it’s fun and merriment; but above all, it’s a ven-
erable institution of its own: the Guilford Fair. Today’s fair has

paced with modern times, yet retains a powerful theme of the town’s agri-
cultural past.

Guilford Fair had its founding on the eve of the American Civil War.
In a world of agriculture, most of the town’s 3,000 inhabitants practiced
subsistence farming. Happily, and at times, wearily, they lived off the
land in the manner of their forebears. Their very existence put them in
servitude with the land, following the seasonal functions of a farmer. Real
wealth was often measured in terms of land spread, family size, and har-
vest bounty – not bank accounts.

Four Guilford farmers were the pioneers of the first Guilford Fair.
Historian Mary H. Griswold traces its origins to one conversation around
the woodstove and cracker barrel in the Hale and Munger store on the
west side of the green. It was early fall, 1858. John Benton of Sachem’s
Head district, Henry Griswold of State Street, and George Hull and
Henry Davis of West Side district exchanged pleasantries about a fair
recently held in a neighboring town.

John Hubbard of Broad Street joined the group and catalyzed the con-
versation. Why not hold a fair in Guilford? Hubbard’s remark won seri-
ous approbation. He was, after all, one of the town’s mighty men of agri-
culture, according to the Historian H.P. Robinson, who characterized his
“cupboards” as “full of the fat of the land.”

Shortly afterwards, Hubbard hosted an organizational meeting in his
home as what is now 51 Broad Street. The new group was called The
Farmers and Mechanics Association, a name that was incorporated as The
Guilford Agricultural Society in 1874. Objectives of the society were the
improvement of agriculture, horticulture, floriculture, and the “house-
hold arts.” John Hubbard was its first president.

It was too late in 1858 to hold a Guilford fair, but the year was spent
in preparation for the first fair in the fall of 1859. It was a grand success,
featuring 426 yoke of oxen that came from Guilford, Madison, and
North Branford. William Fowler of Moose Hill district led the procession
as marshal, moving to the inspiring music of fife and drum. Forty young
men rode on horseback and decorated carts and wagons carried an array
of agricultural products.
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equipment. The Barn, which dates to the
early 1900’s, was moved from the
Governor Woodruff/Hunter property by
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Shoreline businesses. The Farm Museum,
located on the Guilford Fairgrounds, is
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W e couldn’t say it more eloquently,
fifty years later. This page from the

Guilford Fair ‘Premium List’ of 1955 sums
up perfectly – and timelessly – the essence of
what makes the Fair meaningful and
relevant today. The rich product of civic
pride and a strong sense of community and
history, the Guilford Fair is sustained by the
ongoing commitment of many individuals
and businesses, bringing together original res-
idents and newcomers alike. It’s in that spirit
that we invite you to get involved, learn more
about The Guilford Agricultural Society, and
maybe even become a member. And please,
Come to the Fair! 

Lisa Dudley
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